2 HiWi positions or Master Thesis topics in
Multiview Geometry
and / or
Machine Learning

**Description:** Within a research project on the topics of Light-field and Image-based Rendering, we offer 2 HiWi positions and/or master thesis with the possibility of extension to a PhD position.

**Desired skills:**
- Experience and desire to work on at least one of these two topics:
  - Multiview Geometry
  - Machine Learning (deep learning)
- Proficiency with C++ and Matlab (experience with Computer Vision Toolbox)
- Optionally, experience with any of the following is a plus:
  - 3D modeling (Maya/Blender), OpenCV, Python, & Point Cloud Library (PCL)

**Contact:**
Shida@mpi-inf.mpg.de
https://people.mpi-inf.mpg.de/~beigpour/
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